The Center for Latin American Studies (CLAS) at Georgetown University offers a six-credit summer academic program in Santiago, Chile in association with Universidad Alberto Hurtado.

The program aims to expand the participant’s knowledge of contemporary Latin American topics by exploring issues prevalent in Chile, and South America. Students of all concentrations can be placed in relevant internships and pursue independent research with the support of experts in international relations and political economy.

**Internship Opportunities**

- CEPAL (Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, United Nations)
- Fundación Chile 21
- Instituto de Estudios Avanzados, Universidad de Santiago
- Centro de Estudios de Seguridad Ciudadana

**Academic Component**

LASP 510 EconPolit & Transformacion: Chile

At Universidad Alberto Hurtado

This summer course was generally geared towards issues of political economy, governance, history, culture and social issues of Chile. The course was taught in Spanish.

**For More Information**

For general information of the program, [https://clas.georgetown.edu/studyabroad/chile](https://clas.georgetown.edu/studyabroad/chile)

For A Student Lens into the Region, [https://guclasblog.wordpress.com](https://guclasblog.wordpress.com)

If interested, please email Julie McMurtry (Associate Director, Center for Latin American Studies) Julie.McMurtry@georgetown.edu

**Deliverable**

Students participating in this program have to write a deliverable to be turned in to CLAS at the end of the summer program.

Examples of this year’s deliverable are:

- SALURBAL Scoping Study: Preliminary Analysis
- Plan Integral de Seguridad Preventiva para el Parque Metropolitano de Santiago
- Report of the bilateral relationship between Chile and Thailand from 1990 to present.

**Abstract**
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